
No cause for alarm

Secure your 
home with
SmartBlock

Those French windows that lend 

sophistication to your home? They’re 

unsafe. In fact, any glass window 

leaves you vulnerable to burglars. And 

there are many of them around, alright

Globally, the total number of burglaries stood at a 

mind-boggling 4.62 million as recently as 2015

A Genesis Anchored in Research

SmartBlock:

Stay prepared. Stay safe

Effective, invisible, simple 

You may be thinking you’re well-

protected by your sophisticated 

burglar alarm system. But think again. 

While their deafening sound may 

alert neighbours and send the burglar 

fleeing, do they really prevent the thief 

from breaking and entering? The only 

preventive measure that may come to 

mind at this stage is unsightly metal 

grates, which you no doubt want to 

avoid in an otherwise aesthetically 

pleasing space

But before we get into the details, here is the story of how 

this device that matches the brilliance of burglars step-for-

step came to be

An analysis of the methods burglars resort to when 

attempting to enter homes was studied. What came to light 

was this: the practice of drilling a hole in the glass pane 

of windows using electric drills with silencers and then 

inserting a specialized tool that allows the burglar to simply 

turn the handle, open the window and enter the home is 

becoming a phenomenon. That is, the incidents of such 

entries are rising.

And an efficient method it is. For, using this method, burglars 

can manage an entry in just 20 seconds - yes, that’s right, 

no more than 20 seconds flat! What’s more, they can also 

access your home without making the slightest noise.

What else can be done?

Enter SmartBlock

Presenting SmartBlock… 

the invisible anti-intrusion system developed by Linea Cali to 

prevent just such attacks on your life and property. Constituted of 

a special rose designed to block the rotation of handles on French 

doors and windows, SmartBlock can be installed by just about anyone 

in no more than 30 seconds. It is available for installation in over 90 handle 

collections and in 16 unique finishes ranging from satin chrome and modern 

satin anthracite to classic brass and gold plating

USE the invisible anti-intrusion 
system from Linea Cali

www.aarenintpro.com


